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Revised for 2016! All of Next Step's books have gotten a full review and update. We have expanded

the explanations for our content review books, meaning each volume now has over 1,000 review

questions will full explanations of the underlying science.   More Free Stuff!: We are now offering a

free full-length exam in addition to the free diagnostic test described below. See the book insert for

instructions on how to register for this free additional full length exam.   Get the most thorough

content review available for the revised MCAT. Next Step's Content Review books give you a

focused review of the major science topics that will be on the exam, and then offer the most

important resource you need when memorizing MCAT content: hundreds of practice questions to

help you drill the content until you have it completely mastered.   Understanding the huge volume of

content on the MCAT is only the first step, however. For complete MCAT prep, the Next Step

Content Review books are only the beginning. To bring your MCAT performance to the next level,

you must build upon your content foundation with practice, practice, practice! Check out Next

Stepâ€™s Strategy and Practice books for the full, timed section practice that youâ€™ll need. Those

who purchase a Next Step book also get free access to our online MCAT diagnostic test. See the

URL at the front of the book for instructions on how to register. Finally, you can always check for

free updates and free upgrades to our books here:

http://nextsteptestprep.com/mcat-materials-change-log/ Important Note: Due to a printing error with

one of our books, we temporarily removed our books from  so we could do a thorough review of all

materials. If you purchased a new copy of this (or any!) Next Step MCAT book and they shipped

you an edition with a revision date earlier than 2/1/15, you are entitled to free updates and

upgrades. Find out details here:   http://nextsteptestprep.com/mcat-materials-change-log/
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If you are planning on studying for the new MCAT you are going to want to buy this prep book. For

the MCAT there are a lot of prep books out there, but don't be tempted to buy another one. They

weigh you down with unnecessary information and unclear explanations. That is the opposite of this

book. This prep book provides clear instruction and teaching of the MCAT material and does so

without adding unnecessary facts that make your studying more than necessary. This book really

helps to maximize time spent studying important MCAT material. This is a great prep book for

content and is highly recommended.

I bought a set of these books to use amongst a group of friends and we love it. The content review

is clearly and concisely written. We have been using these books to collectively study and quiz each

other and there is no shortage of content to work through. With the chemistry content changing for

the 2015 MCAT it was great to get our hands on a book specifically written for new test that was

available so soon.

Being the naive student desperate for new MCAT prep, I went ahead and bought some NextStep

content review for biology, biochemistry, chemistry, and organic chemistry. I thought I was in for a

good deal since the bios and chems were combined, rather than sold as separate books. Honestly I

don't see how these books distinguish themselves from content review by any other company.

Chunks of dry, generic text abound, with typos, not enough pictures (which are low-res and sloppy)

and lack of color. Further lowering my opinion of this up-and-coming company are their shady

marketing strategies. The 5 star reviews seem sketch. I should have seen the red flags before

buying them. You're better off with a set from Kaplan or The Berkeley Review, the latter having a

great reputation arising from word of mouth for selling thorough content review solely dedicated to

the MCAT, without resorting to fake reviews and questionable, aggressive marketing. I cannot say

anything for NextStep's practice books or content review for physics and psychology, because I

didn't buy them, but stay away from their content review.



Nice explanations of high yield concepts. I like the tone in which the book is written. Clear and

colloquial. Easy to understand difficult topics.
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